Abstract
Introduction
Banking in a country's life is an agent of development. This is because the main function of the banking itself as an institution that collects funds from the community in the form of savings and channeling back the community in the form of credit or financing. This function is commonly referred to as financial intermediation (financial intermediary function). The existence of sharia banking in Indonesia is a manifestation of the wishes of the people who need an alternative banking system that provides banking services that meet the principles of sharia.The development of Islamic banking in Indonesia is so fast and quick, but some people still exist who believe that Islamic banks, conventional banks are using Islamic terms to lure the Muslim community. 1 In Islamic banking, known as sharia governance, so that the principles of sharia could be optimized. Financing is the majority of assets of sharia banks so that the financing must be maintained quality. The basic concept of muamalah transaction in sharia banks are activities that concern human relationships covering political, economic, and social aspects 4 . Muamalah activities that concern the economic aspects include activities to improve the welfare and quality of life, such as: buying and selling, savings and loans, debts, joint ventures, and others.
The development of sharia banking that is so significant of course brings the consequences of the possibility of the occurrence of a problem that can cause disputes in the activities of banking transactions. Disputes arise due to various reasons and problems, mainly because of the conflict of interest between the parties. This condition certainly raises the need for a rule to resolve the dispute 5 .
The birth of Law Number 21 Year 2008 on Banking Sharia further reinforces the dispute settlement mechanism between the bank and the customer. The way of dispute resolution of sharia banking is regulated in Article 55 paragraph (1), (2) 
Method
This study is a non-doctrinal legal research using qualitative research methods and Socio Based on the approval or agreement between Islamic banks and / or UUS and other parties requiring the party financed and / or given the funding facilities to refund the funds after a certain period in exchange for ujrah, without return or profit sharing 9 .
Financing is the bank's main activity, as a profit-earning business, but it is risk-prone that not only harms banks, but also results in savings and fund users. One of the risks in such financing activities is non-performing financing.
Therefore, all banks are required to have a general policy of fund investment in writing, There are several factors causing problem financing as follows: 
Justice in Many Rooms in Sharia Banking Dispute Resolution at PT BPRS Bank Pembiayaan Rakyat Syariah Bina Amanah Satria
As Galanter discloses 12 , it is justice in many rooms, which means that to settle disputes and seek justice is not only in one room, that is in the State Court, but can be in any room with a different model from the Court. Resolution of sharia banking dispute in PT Bank Pembiayaan
Rakyat Syariah Bina Amanah Satria resolved the dispute through non litigation way, that is through internal resolution of syariah bank, mediation and arbitration of sharia, as follows:
Each Sharia Bank has its own discretion in solving the dispute settlement. In the implementation there are several things that are taken into consideration as an effort to resolve the dispute, among others through the handling of problem financing, cost approach, psychological approach, approach through third party interference or religious approach. Malaysia. 2015 Malaysia. , p. 1154 Malaysia. -1155 If the financing customer is in trouble, PT Bank Pembiayaan Rakyat Syariah Bina Amanah Satria will make efforts to handle problematic financing to obtain optimal results, ie
The first stage of the effort to handle problem financing by banks is to conduct guidance in the form of billing intended to obtain payment in the first opportunity, with minimum cost and still putting good faith in the customer. The minimum requirement to be able to do problematic financing by way of billing is the existence of good faith from the customer, the business activity of the customer is still running, the customer still has the bill or receivable to the cloth person. The things to watch out for in billing are: 1. The sanctions referred to in this fatwa are sanctions imposed on LKS to customers who can afford to pay, but procrastinating their payment intentionally 2. Customers who are not / have not been able to pay due to force majeure shall not be subject to sanctions 3. A capable customer who delays payment and / or does not have the will and good faith to pay his debts may be subject to sanctions 4. Sanctions are based on the principle of ta'zir, which aims to make customers more disciplined in carrying out their obligations 5. Sanctions may be fines of a sum of money of which the amount is determined on the basis of the agreement and made when the contract is signed 6. Funds originating from fines are designated as social funds
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The Fatwa of the Nasonal Syari'ah Council can be used as a reference for preventive action for customers who delay the payment of installments so that it can be a concern. In PT Bank Pembiayaan Rakyat Syariah Bina Amanah Satria, the customer who delays the payment by intentionally or not confirmation to the officer is fined and poured in the financing contract so that when the contract is read out the customer can immediately understand and make the attention.
The second stage, if the preventive effort in the form of billing has been done, but the financing remains problematic, then the bank will make efforts to save the financing. The problematic financing disbursement is the bank's efforts to customers who still have good intentions, still have business prospects, performance and ability to pay to minimize bank losses. This rescue action is a model of negotiation between the parties.
Rescue action can be:
1) Rescheduling ie change of repayment schedule or financing period specified in terms of financing contract.
2) Reconditioning (Reconditioning). Changes in part or all of the terms of the financing as long as they are not related to the maximum financing ceiling / balance, between ain include changes in payment schedule, timeframe and so on.
3) Restructuring. Rearrangement is a change in financing requirements that are not limited to rescheduling or recoditioning, among others by making additional funding of bank financing facility by converting financing akad.
Third stage, the handling of non-performing financing that can not be done through a rescue in the form of restructuring, must be done financing problem settlement step, so that within certain period of problem financing can be solved in whole or in part. The settlement of non-performing financing is conducted through liquidation, namely the sale of collateral as settlement of liabilities to the bank, either by the client or the owner of the collateral with the consent and under the supervision of the bank, usually involving a neutral third party. The model used is banking mediation.
Of the three efforts to handle problematic financing in PT Bank Pembiayaan Rakyat Syariah Bina Amanah Satria purwokerto handling through liquidation or sale of collateral is a last resort in the resolution of troubled financing after the collection and rescue efforts.
The settlement of non-performing financing through the way of sale of collateral will be implemented with the following considerations: The third stage in the settlement of Islamic banking disputes is the mediation model, which is a negotiation process between the customer and Islamic banking, by presenting a neutral third party. These third parties are usually parties to OJK (Financial Services Authority).
Mediation known and applied in Indonesia as regulated in Article 1 point 7 of the Regulation No. 1 of 2008 "Mediation is a way of resolving disputes through the negotiation process to obtain agreement of the parties with the assistance of a mediator. In other words, mediation is one form of inter-negotiation two individuals or groups involving a third party with the aim of helping to achieve a compromise resolution ".
Good Paster 15 , one of the conflict resolution activists stated that "mediation" is a process of negotiating problem solving where an outside party is impartial, neutral, does not work with the disputing parties, helps them reach an agreement resulting from satisfactory negotiations.
Meanwhile, according to Laurenc Boulle, mediation is a decision making process in wich the parties are assisted by the mediator, the mediator attempts to improve the process of decision making and to assist the parties to reach an out come to wich of them can assent.
Huala Adolf 16 in the "Introduction to Mediation" citing Moor C. W, essentially mediation is a negotiation involving a third party who has skills in efficient mediation procedures and can help in hostile conditions to coordinate their activities to be more efficient in bargaining system, if there is no negotiation ... there is no mediation.
The mediator encourages and facilitates dialogue, helps some parties clarify their needs and part of their desires, prepares tips, helps some parties to rectify some inequalities of views and work for one that can be accepted by some parties in a binding settlement. If there is a match between several parties to the dispute then a memorandum is made containing several agreements that have been reached.
The mediator as a dispute resolution driver must be big-hearted, patient, resilient and inspire both the character of the parties and the problems faced, the mediator's expertise in delivering the parties to find a middle way to resolve their disputes is the main condition that cannot be bargained again. The offer of a concept that touches the heart is needed at this level of mediation, because the purpose of mediation is not only to end disputes but also to build the weakness of the parties without anyone feeling defeated, so that the final mouth of mediation which is outlined in the form of peace is the best choice of parties based on mutual willingness.
A mediator basically has a tendency to use an interest-based negotiation, in which case the needs of all parties can be represented. Mediation and negotiation are not two separate systems but are more concerned with negotiations facilitated by a neutral third party. Although substantial negotiations differ from mediation, it is often stated that there is no mediation if there is no negotiation. Therefore negotiation is a value that needs to be mediated, so the first (Jakarta, Sinar Grafika. 2006) ,p.26-27 party offer and the price of the concession will also be very sure of the final outcome of the negotiation (mediation) 17 .
The willingness of the parties becomes important to produce the agreed values of justice in response to the resolution of the dispute that befell them, in addition to the draft material of peace that will be offered by each party which is no less important is the awareness of the parties to reach a pleasant final resolution . To realize this as the parties must also have a patient intention, willing to listen to all parties, analyze and digest all input so that the answers delivered are truly solutions that come out of the heart, which in turn to carry out the peace that is forgiven through mediation does not produce new tension.
Mediation is different from litigation that wants to get the final results in accordance with the applicable law, in contrast to counseling because the foundation of mediation is not based on psychological aspects and behavior. Likewise, mediation differs from arbitration, where the arbitrator is appointed to give the final provision. Enactment of Mediation in the justice system in Indonesia is based on PERMA Number 1 Th. 2008.
The purpose of applying the Supreme Court regulation is a very progressive legal umbrella and guarantees the parties are not injured due to mediation settlement, and mediation is not only to cut the long road of a judicial process that is not necessarily satisfying to all parties, but more important is to create togetherness and satisfaction for all parties based on the values of justice, humanity and civilized solutions 18 .
There are many methods offered by the concept of Islam in realizing peace wherever and in any field, so that anyone who is determined to resolve conflict by means of mediation transferred from Islamic teachings is a powerful choice, just how we respond to and realize that concept into our daily lives day because the method of one mediator with another mediator is very different in style and application, what else the parties faced are also varied. This should not be a negative assessment as long as all the efforts taken by the mediator are only in the frame of a mutually beneficial resolution. Ibid. Hais Wahed, 2015 The nature and form of settlement of disputes carried out by the tahkim institution are more likely to choose the method of family and peace. In Surah An-Nisa verse 127 it is stated that "peace is better". Inviting reconciliation means inviting to goodness. The model for solving such cases has become a commitment of friends. For example, Umar Ibn Khathab, in completing every case always always reminded to prioritize "the way of peace". In one lie alqadha Risalat affirmed: "peace is permissible among Muslims, except peace that justifies something that is forbidden or forbids anything that is lawful. Invite the disputants to peace ".
In this connection, there is an expression that describes the high value of peace: Al-Shulhu Sayyid Al-ahkam.
If the approach by means of kinship and peace is always offered and becomes the model of the tahkim institution in resolving disputes, there will be no visible impression of winning and losing, which can bequeath the rust of heart, jealous envy, resentment, hatred and hostility between them. All parties together become the winning party because it is decided through the agreement of the parties together. Thus, the decision of the arbitral institution seems to be more friendly, which can reassure and cool the parties' hearts.
Unlike the official judicial products that have the binding power and force (fiat execution), the strength of the products of the tahkim institution is a matter of debate. However, which is followed by both parties because they may impeach (dismiss) the mukallad, before the mukallad overthrows the law. , then the decision applies, cannot be canceled again.
Some scholars believe that there is no need for willingness from the parties until when carrying out their respective statements on a judge, then one of them wants to withdraw his student before deciding the judge, then the judge can continue to decide the law and the law.
According to the legitimate opinion, each party can withdraw the award, as long as there is no decision.
According to the diligent opinion of the Malik school (Mazhab Malik), there is no need for continuous willingness from both parties until the law is given. But if both of them withdraw their decrees before the law is determined then the withdrawal is justified and cannot again decide the case. Judges may hear witnesses' statements and can also decide cases by beating, also with pledges, because they are laws that are in accordance with the law. If the defeated party denies the existence of a pledge even though the information is sufficient, then he keeps the case away from the judge, then the judge may accept what has been determined by the judge as long as the litigant is still in the position to judge him or her he has no right to decide the case, the judge does not have to heard by the judge.
The various models adopted to settle disputes at PT BPRS Bina Amanah Satria
Purwokerto are essentially the resolution of disputes in a peaceful manner. This concept of peace which is known in Islam as the Sulh concept, is a process of dispute resolution where the parties agree to end the case peacefully (Islah). The Qur'an recommends that the parties to the dispute take the path of sulh in resolving disputes both in court and outside the court.
Sulh provides an opportunity for the parties to think about the best way to resolve disputes, and they are no longer tightly attached to the submission of evidence. Suggestions from the Qur'an and the hadith of the Prophet chose Sulh as a means to settle disputes which are based on the consideration that, sulh can satisfy the parties and no party feels victorious or loses in resolving their dispute. Therefore the judge must always strive for the parties to the dispute to take the path of peace (Islah).
Ash-Shulh came from the Arabic people which meant peace, the cessation of strife, the cessation of war. In scientific knowledge, ash-shulhu is classified as one of the contracts in the form of an agreement between two disputants or litigants to complete a dispute between the two. In the terminology of knowledge of fiqh ash-shulhu has the understanding of an agreement to get rid of problems between fellow opponents so that the facility reaches an agreement on some people who are at odds 20 .
In Ash-shulhu there are many meanings, namely: All parties that make peace in Islamic law are called musalih, while the disputed issue is called musalih'anhu, and the actions done by one of the parties to different parties to establish a conflict / dispute are named with musalih'alaihi or also called badalush shulh.
Peace in Islamic law is recommended. Because, with peace will also avoid the destruction of surrender (affection relationship) all hostility between the parties to the dispute will be ended.
Regarding the law of shulhu, it is also revealed in various prophetic hadith, one of which is narrated by Ibn Hibban and Imam Tirmizi which means "peace is permissible among the Muslims, except peace justifies the haram or forbids the haram 21 .
As well as some Muslims (who make peace) depends on their criteria (which have been agreed), except the prerequisites that forbid the lawful or justifies the illegitimate (HR Ibn Hibban and Turmuzi) ". A particularly observable message from the above hadith is that peace is something that is permissible as long as it is not used for some things that are contrary to the from the peace agreement, a legal bond is born, which is the same as the parties to fulfill / fulfill the articles of the peace agreement 22 .
In the matter of the existence of a third party it is very important to bridge the parties to the dispute 23 . The parties generally need the help of others to find the right solution for their dispute resolution. The third party is very instrumental in carrying out facilitation, negotiation, mediation and arbirase among the parties to the dispute. facilitation, negotiation, mediation, and arbirase are technical forms of dispute resolution using the Sulh pattern. This sulh pattern can be developed in alternative solutions to disputes outside the court such as mediation Galanter tells us about the complexity and relativity of the Court, and which therefore can not be monopolized by the State Court. Courts can be present in many spaces. Courts established by the community can work more effectively than the state courts, which are bound to so many procedures.Galanter said: It would be disturbing to conclude that talking about access to justice requires people to bring their problems to the State Court. This is too narrow.
Courts should be expanded to include a number of different agencies that also remedial agencies.
Conclusion
Based on the results of research and analysis it can be concluded that:
The The implementation of non-litigation financing resolution in sharia banking is a cheap, simple and quick process option rather than dispute settlement through costly, time-consuming and costly litigation process that will pose a risk. Completion of this model is the resolutin of disputes established by the community based on their needs. Which by Galanter referred to as justice in many rooms.In Islamic Law it is known as Sulh (peace). Qur'an and the hadith of the Prophet chose Sulh as a means to settle disputes which are based on the consideration that, sulh can satisfy the parties and no party feels victorious or loses in resolving their dispute. Therefore the judge must always strive for the parties to the dispute to take the path of peace (Islah).
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